
Title Award OPEN

1, Sunset       H Excellent clouds and silhouette,very dramatic

2,Cheeky beaky       M Good depth of field,very colourful,well composed

3,Stepping into the light     HC Would crop off the distracting white area above the bird's head,otherwise a very good nature photo

4,Chueito Pagoda      M The red Pagoda against the blue mountain gives a feeling of depth,well seen

5,Pathway into the pines      M Good depth of field and leading lines,well taken

6,Road to the ranges     HC Would like to see some detail in the sky,or crop off some of the dark sky.Good B and W

7,Stroll along the murray      HC Very peaceful scene,good composition

8,Odd one out      M Different viewpoint,good panorama,well seen

9,Josephine falls      H Very good depth of field,correct  shutter speed.Excellent landscape

10,Kata Tjuta      H Rocks and foreground sharp,movement in the clouds.Very dramatic,well done

11,Old jalopy      M Very sharp,good contrast,would crop off some of the white sky

12,To the sky     HC Good composition,would darken the photo a little to give more detail in the log

Title Award PEOPLE

1,Looking out     M Excellent skin tones,would crop off some of the tree or use some negative sharpening on the tree.good background

2,Splash     HC Good side lighting,if possible move camera a little to the right to see more of the boy's face 

3,Devotees     M Very colourful,tells a story.Would like to see a little more on the bottom of photo

4,Glow run preparations     H Very dramatic,like the out of focus background 

5,Contemplation     M Well seen,like the look on the man's face

6,Tending the graves    HC Good tonal range in this B and W,good lighting

7,Christmas cheer     M Well set up,love the eyes

8,Intha fisherman     H Excellent photograph,good composition,well done

9,Monk's selfie     M Technology is catching up with the monks,tells a story

10,Slip sliding away     H Very well composed,good lighting,like the look on the childs face

11,Prom day     M Good lighting and skin tones,would crop off some on the left so the girl's face is not in the centre of photo
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